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Neighborhoods after the 10 year abatement

Downtown before the 10 year abatement
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Downtown after the 10 year abatement

The End

Philadelphia’s challenges stem from
the dramatic loss in manufacturing jobs

Obviously, it’s more complicated
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Largest 19th century industrial city in North America
With major industries: Stetson Hat Factory

Baldwin Locomotive
Largest railroad train manufacturer in U.S.

Atwater Kent Radio

Many small shops across all older neighborhoods;

1906: 8,000 manufacturing plants
Skilled, semi-skilled & unskilled jobs
Also dangerous, dirty & exhausting
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As late as 1954: 304,000 manufacturing jobs

Collapse of the old industrial economy
2018

28%

23,000

3.5%
2018

Old manufacturing areas = blighted areas in 2000

Job Loss + Redlining + Suburbanization
= housing abandonment
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As we lost jobs, we lost population to the suburbs

Mass production
housing:
Levittown
Opening of
day:
Levittown,
1953
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Inherited a declining city
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Aggressively marketed as alternative to the city

But we also have a history of self-inflicted wounds
Due to macro trends in decade of 1970s,

we lost 164,457 jobs & 260,399 residents
1970-1996 wage tax trend

Vicious cycle
In same decade City more
than doubled wage tax from
2% to 4.3%; 4.96%.
People & jobs departed,
tax base shrunk, rates were
raised again & again to keep
revenues up with no
efficiencies achieved in
government, pushed more
employers & workers out of
Philadelphia
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We continued to lose jobs until 1997
& still have 24% fewer jobs than in 1970

As Philadelphia lost ¼ of its jobs,
Surrounding suburbs saw jobs increase by 110%

Barely back to 1990 level
Industrial decline
& suburbanization

As we lost jobs during de-industrialization,
Poverty rate went up everywhere in Philadelphia
from 1970-2015 except Center City

Numbers, rather than rates, tell a different story
Modest increase in number in poverty over 45 years +100,000
Big loss (-500,000) middle income & working class residents
2,200/year added compared to 11,100 per year lost
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Philadelphia’s high poverty rate results in part from losing
5 times as many middle & working class residents
as new poor people were added

1953: demolition of elevated Pennsylvania RR tracks

In 1950s we began to build new, post-industrial city

Made way for Penn Center office district
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A new employment base connected to transit

1956: began renovated historical homes

Philadelphia has a long tradition of downtown living

Similar process of renewal in University City
View across Walnut St bridge, 1920s
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Transformed into major medical & education center

Renewal facilitated growth of research & health care

Global center for education

Center City (42.2%) + University City (10.5%)
8% of land-area = 53% of all jobs in Philadelphia
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Temple University: educational & medical campuses

The emerging employment center at the Navy Yard

All the city’s major employment centers are result
Of major strategic investments

But those job centers not large enough
to stem continuing decline until last two decades
What else happened?

62% of all private sector jobs in
Philadelphia in 5 major nodes

Industrial decline
& suburbanization
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1990: A degraded public environment
Due to declining federal resources for cities

Substantial ground & upper floor vacancy

=

Neglected facades, solid security gates

9 to 5 downtown; empty streets at night
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Step 1 1991: CCD was about business self-help
Focus on the basics – comprehensive cleaning

Public safety
Community Service Representatives
In partnership with police
• 42 CSR’s
• 6 Supervisors
• 7 days per week

47

Long-term drop in crime
Since 1995 serious crimes cut in half
declined from 18.2 to 9.9/day

1996: Expanded into streetscape improvements
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2004: Began park improvements

June 14th opened the new Rail Park

Culminating with Dilworth Park

1992: we were a 9 to 5 downtown
South Broad office district: 40% vacant
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Step 2: Rendell Administration: Avenue of the Arts:
Diversifying downtown land-use

Built new theaters

Renovated historic theaters

2002: Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts
4,000 seats added
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South Broad transformed into a mixed use district

Converted the Reading train shed

Step 3: Public investment: hospitality
Pennsylvania Convention Center: 1993

Gateway to Pennsylvania Convention Center
Pennsylvania Convention Center: 1993
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Connected new state-of-the-art facility

Prompted private investment in new hotels:
reused vacant buildings

Hotel room supply more than doubled: 11,119
occupancy rates rebounded from recession

We have added many new reasons for people
to come to Center City
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Continuous growth in fine dining restaurants
464

400

350

Can’t resist one commercial
Restaurant Week

65 in 1992

300

2005

2010

2017

Step 4: 10-year abatement happened in a context
of multiple other improvements

10 year residential tax abatement
Approved 1997

1996: 4.5 million sf. Vacant Class “C” office space

• Retained Cecil Baker to
evaluate buildings
• Survey to determine best
buildings; floor layout,
window size & exposure
• Detailed economic analysis
of 10 buildings: evaluation
for code compliance, costestimate, pro-formas.

• 10 year abatement on
improvements
• Sponsored by
Councilman DiCicco
• Available city wide
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1998–2017 in Center City:
180 buildings converted to residential use
Live close to work, arts, entertainment & restaurants

In 2000 10 year abatement expanded
to include all types of new construction

Driven a broader circle of housing development

Since 2000 added 23,178 new units of housing
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Greater Center City fastest growing section of city
Population up 21% since 2000 = 190,000

A growing number of families with children

25% who moved to PHL between 2000-2017 moved downtown

5,150 units in construction:
delivered in next 2 years

Growth beyond Center City driven in part by SEPTA
connectivity to Center City & University City jobs
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What has been the impact citywide?
1990-1999, 5,072 housing units permitted in all Philadelphia
> 3% of 177,469 total permits issued in Philadelphia region

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Between 2010 and 2017,
Philadelphia’s regional share of housing permits rose to 25%
Transformation driven by multiple intiatives

From 2000-2010
Building permits increase to 10% of regional total.
Employment stabilizes, population growth for first time in decades

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Central questions:
Have we left behind the need for incentives?
Is market momentum strong enough to support
Additional fees to support redistribution?
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Center City (42.2%) + University City (10.5%)
8% of land-area = 53% of all jobs in Philadelphia

Despite the focus on condos & apartments
in residential downtown

90% of developed land downtown occupied by
offices, hospitals, hotels, colleges & retail shops
Business downtown = 307,000 jobs

63% jobs in these buildings require less than college degree

33% require only a high school diploma
SEPTA makes them accessible to neighborhood residents

EMPLOYMENT
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Business downtown is a place where 25% of residents from
every city neighborhood come to work each day
52.5% of jobs held by city residents

Pull camera back from Center City & University City
and there are very few other major job nodes

Bad news:
Highest poverty rate of 10 largest cities: 25.7%

3rd highest poverty rate of 25 largest cities
Behind only Detroit & Memphis
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Creates huge disparities in the city: poverty

Disparities in education levels

26% Citywide with BA

Shapes the politics of the city
The needs in our neighborhoods are great

Challenges in these Districts: Deteriorated housing,
Playgrounds in need of substantial reinvestment
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109,361 renter households making less than $35,000/year
paying a disproportionate share of income on housing costs

These issues dominate discussion in City Hall
Pull the camera back………….

Opioid addiction & encampments in neighborhoods

They look out the windows
& see luxury condos in Center City
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Unemployment rate in North Central Philadelphia
3.4 times higher than in Center City

Federal government cutting back on social safety net
& funds for affordable housing & Democratic left calling
for much higher federal tax rates to fund redistribution

Journalists repeatedly invoking Charles Dickens

Republican right is in control nationally
Across the country, this has led to city legislation that
seeks to carry out redistribution at the local level
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We must take these disparities seriously
But come up with better solutions

As a start: reject the analogy of two cities
Because it leads to misguided cures

This is NOT a tale of two cities; it’s a tale of one city that’s not
growing fast enough to address locally problems we inherit

Nationally, since 2009 we’ve been living through
an urban led economic recovery

At a time when we can not look to higher levels of government

26 largest cities added jobs
+2.3% per year

National economy
+1.7% per year
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Since 2009, Philadelphia has been growing
at only 1.4%/year

Poverty is a not a biblical plague,
it’s by-product of slow growth

26 largest cities +2.3% /yr

National economy +1.7% /year
Philadelphia 1.4%/year

What San Francisco can support with 3.6% growth rate
Is very different from what PHL’s 1.4% rate can support
One size does not fit all: Create market sensitive alternatives

The question isn’t do we still need the abatement?
The question why are we growing so slowly?
& what can we do about it?

+3.6% /year

Philadelphia 1.4%/year
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What we call a housing boom
Pales in comparison with other cities

Our peer cities: Boston, New York & Washington DC
All lost 85%-90% of manufacturing jobs they held in 1970

62nd in housing production among 100 largest counties
Housing demand strongly driven by job opportunities

But they surpassed 1970 levels with new, post-industrial jobs
while Philadelphia is down 24%; close to Detroit
Boston + 24%
NYC
+ 14%
PHL
- 24%

Growth downtown & University City
not strong enough to offset industrial decline
Not a tale of two cities, but of one city with insufficient jobs
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As Philadelphia lost ¼ of its jobs,
Surrounding suburbs saw jobs increase by 110%

Many portions North, West & Northeast Philadelphia
are still following old patterns of population loss

Despite success downtown,
since 2010, 62,000 more residents of city
neighborhoods left for homes in suburbs
than moved in.
In both black & white neighborhoods
outside downtown higher income people
are moving out of the city at faster rate
than they are moving in
Local births, downtown & immigration
kept us population positive

People follow jobs:
Outside Center City 211,000 Phila residents (40% of workforce)
Reverse commute to suburbs each day

Earlier highlighted the 25% who work downtown
Focus now on 40%+ reverse commuting to suburbs

Philadelphia’s wage tax
is structured so that
regardless of where a
city resident works,
their employer is
obligated to withhold
the full city wage tax.

By contrast
only 15.3%
of NYC
residents
commute to
suburbs

Thus, the commute to
the suburbs carries
with it an incentive to
move to the suburbs.
3% raise
EMPLOYMENT
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2003 & 2009 tax commissions both concluded:
Local tax policy is a major contributor to slow growth

Pew report on business taxes

If you over-tax what can move (wages & business revenues),

it will!
Among highest of all large cities
Only large city to tax both
gross revenues & net income

Both 2003 & 2009 Tax Commissions:
shift burden from taxing what moves (wages & business revenues)
to taxing what is fixed & stable: land & improvements

Tax Policy is not just about revenue generation
It is about creating a climate of competitiveness
that facilitates or stifles job growth

2028

2018

• Philadelphia wage tax is
almost 4 x regional median.
• BIRT has no counterpart &
adds 20% to 50% premium

20%

26%

• Property tax is 66% of
suburban Pennsylvania
median

Both RE tax
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Wage tax in a regional setting
3.9% compared to 0-1%
NJ residents get credit against state tax

60.2% Municipal tax revenue from wage & business taxes
Sustainable growth requires change in how we fund local government

it will!

18.5% PHL from RE TAX
92% Boston
42% NYC
32% Washington DC

Let’s return to the ten-year tax abatement

Controller’s report noted high value abated
properties concentrated in Greater Center City
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So let’s focus on the core problem
Economics of housing

Few people focused on this graphic
Numbers don’t work in 70% of Zip codes in city

Abatement makes numbers work in 4 more zip codes
What then is the impact of tapering down abatement?

We have a huge affordability challenge
Especially at lower income levels:
109,361 renter households making less than $35,000/year
are paying a disproportionate share of income on housing

Yes, the private sector can help in negotiating
With the building trades to lower construction costs
Ith
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But high housing costs are not the central problem.
We have the most affordable urban housing in Northeast

Quality schools are essential to this task
But only 27% of city households have school age children

not

Central challenge is low incomes need to be raised

The way to raise incomes is to grow jobs
We need to set our sights on just getting to be average
If post-Recession we had grown at the rate of 26 city average
Growing by 2.3% rather than 1.4%

Philadelphia would have added 45,400 more jobs (one Amazon)
on top of the 55,100 we added in the last 8 years
= 100,500 new job opportunities.
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Fastest way to reduce unemployment & poverty
Create a competitive setting
that increases income & grows jobs faster

With the recession, City suspended tax reduction

That should be primary goal that unifies everyone!

Since recession ended: 5 years of tax increases

Increase in transfer tax; Mayor vetoed 1% construction tax;
Strong pressure to phase out or taper down tax abatement;
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We ought to be cautious about undermining
the factors that drive our growth
As slow growth city it’s not something we can take for granted

Population positive in only few age cohorts (18-29)
At age 30 we turn population negative

Recent growth is fueled by a Millennial bulge
That will not go on forever
We are also late in the business cycle

81% of households that left Philadelphia 2010-2016
do not have children
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The tax abatement addresses the symptom.
We need to address the cause:
slow job growth & low incomes

We need a politics that doesn’t divide people
But rather expands the benefits of growth
To every neighborhood in Philadelphia

Instead of echoing the extremes of national politics
We need locally to find a practical middle ground

We need to come together
around competitive tax policies to spur more growth
www.centercityphila.org
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